
4q 2016 Issues 

FOX Runs numerous PSA’S to keep the public informs about many issues nationally as 
well as local. 

Here are a few of the PSA’S that are run on this station during the months 4q 2016:

30 Second PSA for Social Security: Informs the public to get their Social Security 
account set up.

15 Second PSA MDA: This informs the public about MDA.

15 Second PSA High School Drop Out: Informs our children about the importance of 
staying in school.

30 Second PSA Joshua’s Storehouse: This is a local food bank that informs the 
community on how you can get food if you are in need.

30 Second PSA Eastern Shoshone: This PSA raises awareness on suicide prevention.

30 Second PSA WYDOT: Informs the public on the renewal of your Driver License and 
what you need to get it renewed.

30 Second PSA NHTSA: Educates the public on the importance of not texting and 
driving.

30 Second PSA Credit Counseling: Educates the community about getting out of debt.

30 Second PSA US Department of Energy: Gives viewers energy saving tips.

Good Morning Wyoming airs from 7am-8am Monday – Friday 

10/03/16 nchs football player battling cancer..the dramatic story of a player on the comback trail

10/04/2016 pet of the week-our commitment to adopt dogs and cats from the humane society and 
relieve the overpopulation. Sally Reinhart

10/05/16 habitat for humanity—info about the group, who's eligible and how to volunteer

10/05/16 breast cancer awareness month...we detail early signs and urge women to get checked

10/06/16 have some fun 5 k the race is trying to raise money to create a science scholarship

10/10/16 debate after the debate...we have the local political party chairs for natrona 
county...debate what the takeaways are from the trump clinton race



10/14/16 humane society garage sale....the shelter costs close to 30,000 a month to operate in 
casper..so events such as these are very important in sustaining the shelter

11/07/16 pancreatic cancer awareness andy dunn wyoming medical center talks about what to 
look for in early onset of pancreatic cancer

11/09/16 ccasper college launches campus kitchen..in which leftovers from the campus dorms 
are used by soup kitchen for less fortunate

11/16/16 gobble gobble give drive kicks off...our thanksgiving time food drive ...our goal to raise 
75,000 pounds for the state's needy
11/21/16 holiday d.u.i. Campaign with detective john hatcher, casper p.d. To remind people to 
drink responsibly and to designate a driver

12/01/16 teacher of the month ....a regular series of stories that air featuring teachers that go 
above and beyond in the classroom....we recognize them in a story and then give them a gift card 
provided by a local sponsor

12/08/16 unbox love for those who'd like to date later in life..now a service to set you on the 
perfrect romantic date

12/14/16 dealing with holiday depression..we talk with counselors at central wyoming counseling 
about what signs to look for 

12/20/16 pet of the week fundraiser-our commitment to ending the dog and cat overpopulation

 


